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Abstract. Inverse problems consist in recovering a signal given a noisy
transformation when no ground truth is available. Some prior knowledge
about the signal is required and must be provided to the reconstruction
algorithm to solve the problem. In this work, our goal is to learn the
prior in the unsupervised setting by leveraging the sparsity property of
natural signals in order to find a simpler representation of the data. We
design two methods, derived from two different models and based on
Deep Learning and sparse coding algorithms.
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1 Motivation

The resolution of inverse problems is a major challenge in many fields, from
astrophysics to bio-imaging. They are usually ill-posed and it is rare that we
have a ground truth to evaluate them. The most classical resolution approach is
to formulate them as optimization problems integrating a prior on the structure
of the solutions. The computational efficiency and the quality of the solutions
depend strongly on the prior choice.

Another approach consists in learning a prior on clean or noisy data, as it is
done in Dictionary Learning [6]. In this work, we propose to extend this method
to the case where only degraded transformations of the data are available. We
discuss the usage of deep learning to learn directly an adapted prior using a
parametric model on a class of signals, based on the seminal work [4].

Contributions: we introduce two methods to learn a parametric prior in inverse
problems context, using only the degraded measurements and without access
to the ground truth (unsupervised). These methods are evaluated using three
different classes of priors.

2 Problem and state of the art

We consider the case where the observed signal y ∈ Rm is obtained as the sum
of a linear transformation A ∈ Rm×n of an unknown signal x ∈ Rn and some
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additive Gaussian white noise b ∈ Rm:

y = Ax+ b . (1)

Linear inverse problems problems aim at recovering x from the observation of y.
In unsupervised signal reconstruction, we only have access to the measurements
y. When m < n, A is not invertible, and the problem can’t be solved without
adding some information about the unknown signal. Two formulations leveraging
sparsity are generally used to inject prior knowledge: Analysis and Synthesis [3].

Analysis: The idea of Analysis is to find a transform Γ ∈ CA, which changes the
signal into a sparse representation, where CA is a class of priors. The optimization
problem to solve is the following, where λ > 0 is a regularization parameter:

min
x∈Rn,Γ∈CA

FA(x, Γ ) ,
1

2
‖Ax− y‖22 + λ

∥∥ΓTx∥∥
1
. (2)

Synthesis: Synthesis makes the assumption that the signal is a linear combina-
tion of a few atoms, which are the columns of a dictionary Λ ∈ CS , where CS is
a class of priors. The optimization problem becomes:

min
z∈RL,Λ∈CS

FS(z, Λ) ,
1

2
‖AΛz− y‖22 + λ ‖z‖1 . (3)

The challenging part compared to previous works is that we aim at learning Γ
or Λ using only the corrupted measurements y and not the ground truth. We
propose to solve the problem using bi-level optimization and deep learning.

3 Proposed approach

Both Analysis and Synthesis prior learning models can be rewritten as bi-level
optimization problems to minimize only over Λ or Γ (see [6] for example):

min
Γ∈CA

FA(x
∗(Γ ), Γ ) s.t. x∗(Γ ) = argmin

x∈Rn

FA(x, Γ ) , (4)

min
Λ∈CS

FS(z
∗(Λ), Λ) s.t. z∗(Λ) = argmin

z∈RL

FS(z, Λ) . (5)

However, the gradients cannot be computed in closed-form given that the exact
values of z∗(Λ) or x∗(Γ ) are not available. As done in [4], we propose to use
automatic differentiation to approximate these gradients. Similar ideas have been
used in [5] and [7] for supervised learning.

A neural network is built by unrolling N iterations of FISTA [1] for Synthesis or
Condat-Vu Algorithm [2] for Analysis. Its output is an approximation of z∗(Λ)
or x∗(Γ ). The network is parameterized by the prior, which can be learned by
projected gradient descent. The gradients of (4) and (5) are computed using
automatic differentiation.
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We consider three classes of priors: Unit Norm (UN) priors for columns (resp.
rows) in the synthesis prior Λ (resp. analysis prior ΓT ), UN Tight Frame (UNTF)
for the analysis prior as proposed in [8] where ΓTΓ = I and convolutional priors
where Λ and Γ are made of several filters with small supports.

Original 50% pixels removed

Synthesis UN
 PSNR: 24.87

Analysis Convolutions
 PSNR: 21.88

Dictionary Learning on truth
 PSNR: 25.52

Fig. 1. Inpainting on a 128 × 128 image. Our algorithms use the degraded image, while
the baseline learns a prior on the ground truth first. Synthesis outperforms analysis
and recovers the image up to a level close to the baseline.

The main interest of these methods compared to classical deep learning ap-
proaches is that they can be analyzed using the theory from dictionary learning
while still retaining an architecture trainable end-to-end. Our future works will
consist in providing theoretical guaranties on their level of performance.
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